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FOUNDING NEW CHAPTERS:

TODAY AND YESTERDAY

OBTAINING a charter from Phi

Beta Kappa has seldom been an

easy matter, unless perhaps for Harvard

and Yale universities, which never even

had to ask for theirs, but received them

on the initiative of the parent branch at

William and Mary. Dartmouth had little

difficulty, but had to wait nearly a year,

in 1786-87, while the Alphas of Massa

chusetts and Connecticut considered the

propriety of establishing a branch in an

other state without the approval of the

Alpha of Virginia. Eventually the Yale

branch learned that the Virginia Alpha

had suspended activity because of the

war, and the two New England branches

agreed that a charter could properly be

granted to "certain select characters at

Dartmouth
College."

In 1864 Williams College obtained

permission in three weeks to organize a

chapter. The petitioning group dealt di

rectly with the Alpha at Harvard, with

out appealing to the other Alphas. On

the other hand, Williams had applied in

1799 without success, so it could be said

that it took sixty-five years to establish

the chapter.

For twenty years after the Alpha of

New Hampshire was founded at Dart

mouth, all applications for charters were

denied. Rhode Island College (later

Brown University) applied in 1790. A

letter from the Harvard branch to the

Yale branch, which had approved the pe

tition, explains why the
memberswere "so

unhappy as to differ with our Brothers

at
Connecticut."

A committee at Harvard

had reported that "the government of

Providence [Rhode Island] College . . .

has been known to admit a person who

was rusticated at this College to a Bache

lor's Degree before the class in this Col

lege to which he belonged was graduated
here."

This was said by what was per

haps Phi Beta first Committee

on Qualifications.

Not even support from high places

helped South Carolina College (now the

University of South Carolina, where a

chapter was installed in 1926) in its at

tempts to obtain a charter in 1818. That

application, signed by five students and

accompanied by letters from the presi

dent of the college and from a member

of the Yale Alpha named Abraham Nott,

was sent to Secretary of War John C.

Calhoun for endorsement. Calhoun wrote

to John Quincy Adams, who was then

Secretary of State:

"I do myself the honor to transmit to

you the application of a number of re

spectable young gentlemen of the Col

lege of South Carolina, to obtain a branch

of the Phi Beta Kappa Society in that

Institution. In becoming the medium of

their application, I cheerfully bear testi

mony, at their request, to the respect

ability and flourishing condition of the

Institution of which they are members.

The College of South Carolina is among
the most liberally endowed

in the United States; and is

now, so far as my informa

tion extends, decidedly the

most flourishing in the South
ern and Western section of

our
Country."

Adams, who was a member

of the Harvard chapter, sent

the application and the other three let

ters along to Samuel Gilman, secretary
of the Massachusetts Alpha, with this

message:

"The letters and papers herewith en

closed, have been delivered to me by
Mr. Calhoun, the Secretary ofWar, who

is a graduate of Yale College, and a mem

ber of the Society. The characters of the

persons by whom the application from

the students at the College of South

Carolina, for the establishment of a

Branch of the Society there, is recom

mended are of the highest respectability;

and I beg leave in requesting you to sub

mit these papers to the early considera

tion of the Society to add my recom

mendation, that this bond of social and

literary fraternity, may according to the

request of the Committee of the Students

at that Institution, be extended to
them."

Gilman, in forwarding notice of the

petition to Yale and Dartmouth, men

tioned neither Nott nor Calhoun by
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1847: A Direct, Simple Approach and an Important Omission

Signed by six students at Amherst College, this petition was promptly was not organized until six years after the petition had been approved.

granted by all the existing Alphas. Since the petition did not specifi- The chapter at Brown assumed that the Harvard branch, as the Alpha

cally request a charter, however, the Beta of Massachusetts chapter with jurisdiction over Amherst, would, draw up and transmit a charter.

name, though they were both members

of the Connecticut Alpha. At Dartmouth

the members "Resolved, that this Society
is not in possession of such information

as would justify them at the present

time in granting the prayer of the pe

titioners."

At Yale a committee was ap

pointed, but its report has not been pre

served, and no record exists of Harvard's

action. In any case, the charter was not

granted.

Chartering Gains Momentum

Union College, on the other hand,

after a rebuff in 1803, re-applied ten

years later. The application was acted on

favorably and speedily at both Dart

mouth and Harvard. Yale took its time,

but three years later a committee re

ported favorably on the petition, and in

July of 1817 the Alpha of New York

held its organization meeting.

Expansion of Phi Beta Kappa moved

slightly more rapidly after that. The

Alpha of Maine at Bowdoin was estab

lished in 1825, but only after Harvard

had been persuaded by the branch in

New Haven to reconsider an early un

favorable decision. Brown University re

ceived a charter in 1830. Also in the

1830's, however, charters were refused

Hampden-Sydney College and New

York University.

The application from New York Uni

versity which was renewed and granted

twenty years later raised the question

at Yale whether the rank of such a chap
ter would be equal to that of the other

branches, since this was the first time an

application had been seriously considered

from a college in a state where a branch

already existed. Although the charters

from William and Mary specifically in

vested the two oldest northern branches

with the privilege of establishing other

branches within their states, to be junior

to the Alphas, the committee that Yale

appointed to consider the question ruled

that the founders had not foreseen appli

cations from institutions of equal rank,

and that all existing Alphas should give

their consent to a charter. The principle

that succeeding branches in any state

should not be considered inferior

though voting privileges were not ac

corded them became the fixed policy

of the Society. Curiously enough, how

ever, the Alpha of Connecticut was the

first to break the rule by granting a

charter without the consent of the other

1958:

If They
Were Laid

End

To End . . .

Folders

containing

preliminary
statements

from applicants

lined up

during
screening

Alphas. When the Harvard branch em

powered the group at Williams to or

ganize, it was following Yale's example.

The Price of No Procedure

Cornell University waited thirteen

years for its charter, largely because of

there being no clearly recognized pro

cedure for applications. The Harvard

records show that in 1869 the chapter

voted favorably on an application from

Cornell. But the group at Cornell did not

apply to the Alpha of New York until

1880. Although favorable action was

taken promptly by the Union chapter,

Cornell had not indicated which peti

tioner was correspondent for the group.

When Union wrote Cornell, word of the

Alpha's action was not passed on to the

Cornell group by the petitioner who

received the notice. Hence the Cornell

correspondent wrote to Union:

"In June of 1880 I wrote to the Presi

dent of your chapter, inquiring what

action, if any, had been taken. No reply

of any kind having arrived up to the

end of May
1881"

the Union president

had been holding the inquiry for the

next annual meeting "we decided to

address ourselves in June to the Harvard

Chapter which had already promised us

a chapter in case Union
refused."

The matter was eventually
straight

ened out, but not before the Alpha's sec

retary had replied, "Harvard College

had no authority whatever to found a

chapter anywhere. The Constitution pro

vides that all the Alpha chapters shall

concur in the foundation of a new branch.

This, however, of late years has been

tacitly construed that the Alpha of each

State shall have jurisdiction in this mat

ter over its own State.

"You can see the confusion that could

and would be produced if any
chapter

could found a branch anywhere and I

hope you will not find it necessary to

threaten us with Harvard again. We

stand ready, whenever we are notified,

to establish your
chapter."

Most branches of the Society were

already concerned in the 1860's about the
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1959: Interim Report to the Senate

Chairman Kirkland describes new policy prob

lems facing the Committee on Qualifications.

unwieldiness of this confederation of

equals with no co-ordination, as well as

by variations in standards, purposes, and

methods of election. It was these factors

that led to the uniting of the chapters in

1883. The new constitution provided,

among other things, for a regular
triennial

meeting of a national council, comprised

of delegates from all the chapters, to

vote on charter recommendations made

by the Senate. The Senate, an interim

governing body, was to meet annually

and consisted of twenty members elected

by the Council. The number of senators

has since been increased to twenty-four.

From that time until 1922, institutions

seeking a charter applied to the Senate

of the United Chapters, although each

application had to be accompanied by
five endorsements from existing chapters.

The Society expanded rapidly and by
1920 had ninety-four chapters, as opposed

to twenty-odd in 1883. But the require

ment of five endorsements subjected the

chapters to so many demands for sup

port, and the Senate to so many appli

cations, that a screening procedure had

to be found.

IN 1922 the Senate presented to the

Council a plan whereby the chapters

within five geographical areas would be

organized into district conferences and

be responsible for recommending to the

Senate, in each triennium, one or more

institutions within the area most worthy

of a charter. The plan was approved,

though later the number of districts was

increased to seven.

District screening of applications was

some improvement, but had its own

drawbacks. Some districts failed to act.

Others could not agree on the applicants

to be recommended, which encouraged

all sorts of pressures within the districts.

The method also encouraged district

rivalry, each one pushing its own candi

dates at the expense of the others. Finally,

the new procedure took away from the

Senate all real responsibility for evaluat

ing the claims of applying institutions.

Screening Committee Organized

These defects of procedure led to the

establishment in 1931 of the Committee

on Qualifications, to investigate and select

institutions to be recommended for a

charter. District organization was re

tained, largely to give expression to what

the 1922 Council had really had in mind

in creating it: to establish a convenient

and workable method of ascertaining the

local climate of opinion about institu

tions under consideration for a charter.

Chapters at neighboring colleges and uni

versities often have first-hand knowledge

of educational policies at the applying

institution, and they know its general

standing in the community. Sometimes a

chapter can furnish specific information

about a strength or weakness that cannot

be easily detected in the detailed report

the Committee on Qualifications receives

from the applicant. District comment is,
in short, an added guarantee that no

questions that need to be explored will

be overlooked by the committee on its

visits of inspection.

One of the hardest-working commit

tees in any organization, the
Committee

on Qualifications works on a three-year

schedule between meetings of the Coun

cil. It has six members, who served stag

gered six-year terms, three members re

tiring at the end of each triennium.

At the beginning of the triennium a

leaflet describing procedures in applying

for study is sent to every college or uni

versity that has expressly asked to be

kept informed of the triennial schedule.

The institutions wishing to apply for a

charter must do so through the Phi Beta

Kappa members of the faculty. The first

step is submission of a preliminary
ques

tionnaire concerning
educational pur

pose and scope, listing the academic re

quirements for admission and for the

liberal bachelor's degree, faculty salaries,

library and financial resources, scholar

ship aid, and so forth.

AT its first meeting of the triennium the

committee screens these statements,

selecting for study only those colleges or

universities that appear to have a good

chance of being favorably recommended

after full inspection. This means that as

a rule no more than a small fraction of

the applicants survive the preliminary

screening. It is at this point that the list

of institutions selected for inspection is

sent to the districts for comment.

The institutions selected for study are

asked to submit a detailed report on

every aspect of the institutional program,

covering organization, educational re

sults, the curriculum, the staff, the li

brary, laboratories, honors courses and

programs, financial condition, methods

1960: Discussion o the Survivors

All applying institutions selected for study have been visited, and the Committee on Qualifica

tions is nearly ready for the crucial decisions. From left to right: William K. Frankena, pro

fessor of philosophy, University of Michigan; L. R. Lind, professor of classics, University of

Kansas; Edward C. Kirkland, chairman of the committee and professor emeritus of history',
Bowdoin College; Carl Billman, secretary of the United Chapters; Leonard B. Beach, dean of

the graduate school, Vanderbilt University; and Lawrence H. Chamberlain, professor of
government, Columbia University. Not in picture: Nancy D. Lewis, dean of Pembroke College.
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of appraising
students'

work, and ath

letic policy. For example, under the

heading "Development of
Faculty,"

the

applying group is asked to give the salary
budget by departments, the salary scale,

including changes in recent years and

plans for the future; to describe any
special opportunities for further study,

individual research or other creative

work; to describe the practice regarding
leaves of absence, including the number

of those who have had such leaves in the

preceding five years, and for how long
a period, with what proportion of regu

lar salary, and how each leave of absence

was used. The applicants are given almost

a year in which to prepare their detailed

reports.

IN the second year of the triennium,

the committee members study these

reports, and then meet to discuss the

strengths and weaknesses of each institu

tion; to decide which members will visit

which college; and to identify the areas of
possible weakness that the visitors should

investigate particularly.

Ordinarily two members of the com

mittee visit each applying college or uni

versity, and spend two days on the cam

pus. When all the
visitors'

reports have

been made, the committee meets to dis

cuss their findings, and discuss ques

tions that may need further exploration

through correspondence with the faculty

group. At the end of the second year the

committee makes its final recommenda

tions to the Senate. Complete reports on

the institutions voted on favorably by
the Senate are submitted to the chapters

at least six months before the meeting of

the Council that closes the triennium, so

that they will have sufficient time to

study the reports and decide how to cast

their votes at the Council meeting. The

final step is the favorable vote of two-

What Phi Beta Kappa Looks For

The criteria used by the Committee

on Qualifications in its evaluations are

described in part as follows in a leaflet

that is sent to interested institutions

on request:

"The Society requires that member

institutions shall emphasize curricula

definitely liberal in character and pur

pose and shall afford adequate instruc

tion in the fields of the humane sci

ences and letters.

"Because of the great difference

among institutions and even among

the various aspects of an institution,

such as the number and kind of books

in the library, the nature of the teach

ing and the publications of the fac

ulty, the character of the students, the

careers of the graduates, and the gen

eral attitude toward scholarship, no

absolute standards can be formulated.

The Society is above all interested in

the development of liberally educated

men and women. In measuring the

success with which institutions work

toward this goal, the committee evalu

ates each institution individually.

"Each institution is expected to pro

duce both qualitative and quantitative

evidence that it has a promising stu

dent body, a scholarly faculty, a li

brary and other educational facilities

sufficient for the course offerings, an

adequate and dependable income, and

most significant of all, an educational

program that is liberal in emphasis

and objectives.

"Phi Beta Kappa holds that a liberal

education is not primarily
vocational.

A liberal education seeks to develop
men in the fullest sense of the word

intellectually, aesthetically, ethically,

socially. It is true that often a liberal

education may have a definite market

value and that many things which a

man studies in a college of liberal arts

may be in a sense vocational.
Pre-

professional education may be liberal

both in content and manner and at

the same time eventually vocational in

purpose. It is true also that vocational

programs sometimes contain liberal

content. Nevertheless, the main lines

of cleavage, can, in practice, be seen.

It is not difficult to recognize a lib

erally educated man or woman, or to

distinguish between broad cultivation

and technical competence.

"The greater part of an undergrad

uate's time, if he is getting a liberal

education, will be devoted to subjects

which reveal man in his relations to

the world around him, subjects which

necessarily bring into view problems

of taste and feeling, of individual and

group responsibility, of the meaning

of life as a whole. Some of the stu

dent's time will be spent in learning
the methods by which men reason. It

may be assumed that courses in litera

ture, languages, philosophy, religion,

the fine arts, history, the social sci

ences, mathematics, and the natural

sciences, if properly taught, will fall

within these
areas."

The leaflet goes on to discuss the

question of athletic policy. For Phi

Beta Kappa, the dominating concern

is the effect of athletic policy on the

educational goals of the institution:

whether or not athletics distort the

educational process, distract from it,

or contribute to an undervaluation of

scholarly performance by students.

thirds of the chapters represented at the

Council meeting, provided that the vote

represents a majority of the chapters.

Policy Maker Malgre Lui

Inevitably the Committee on Qualifi

cations finds itself in the necessity not

only of enforcing policy on the standards

to be met by applying institutions, but
also of formulating new policies for

Senate and Council approval. For it has

been in the very process of trying to

evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of

an institution that many of Phi Beta

Kappa's traditional standards have be

come established.

At the Fifth National Council in 1895,
for example, an application for a charter

in behalf of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology "brought out a general

debate as to the wisdom of giving Phi

Beta Kappa charters to institutions with

out the A.B.
degree."

The application

was denied by a close vote and the broad

question was referred to the chapters in

the form of a resolution, "That it is in

expedient to grant a chapter of Phi Beta

Kappa to any institution which does not

grant in regular course the degree of

Bachelor of
Arts."

The resolution was

approved, and has been established policy
ever since.

NEW chapters are bound by the Con
stitution and By-Laws in effect at

the time the charter is granted. Over the

years, as the traditional policies and

standards of the Society, followed in

practice bv the older chapters, have been

formalized, the rules under which the

newest chapters are required to operate

have become increasingly demanding.

And if Phi Beta Kappa's standards in

founding new chapters have nearly al

ways been high, its methods in apply

ing them, until the Committee on Qualifi
cations was established, were anything

but uniform. An injustice may have been

done to the College of South Carolina,

and to the "respectable young gentle

men"

who sent the petition for a chapter

in 1818, when no action was taken simply

because the members at Dartmouth felt

that they knew too little about the col

lege; but it would have had a far tougher

time surviving the intensive study under

gone by Kalamazoo College before it

was chartered by the Council of 1958.
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Recommended by the Book Committee

Humanities Guy A. Cardwell, John Cournos, Robert B. Heilman,
(Philosophy, Literature, Fine Arts) George N. Shuster

Social Sciences Robert C. Angell, Frederick B. Artz, Robert K. Carr,
(History, Economics, Government, Earl W. Count, Lawrence A. Cremin,

Sociology, Education) Louis C. Hunter, Norman J. Padelford, C. Vann Woodward

Natural Sciences Ralph W. Gerard, Kirtley F. Mather

Norman J. Padelford

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union.

By Leonard Shapiro. Random House.

$7.50.

A Concise History of the Communist Party

of the Soviet Union. By John S. Reshetar,
Jr. Praeger. $6.

The Soviet Dictatorship. By Herbert Mc-

Closky and John E. Turner. McGraw-

Hill. $7.95.

The Soviet Bloc: Unity and Conflict. By
Zbigniew K. Brezezinski. Harvard. $7.75.

Keeping his sights trained on the larger

issues, Shapiro has produced a magnum opus

on the evolution of the Communist party.

Although popular expression now has more

scope than formerly, internal evidence sug
gests continuing popular indifference and

no change in party determination to brook

no competition in forcing its will upon the

masses. Reshetar, in briefer compass, doubts

if the ruling elite have answers other than

crude materialism and police rule for the

emergent consequences of industrialization.

McClosky and Turner see little prospect of

any serious alterations in the bases of power

occurring voluntarily or otherwise. In a

pioneering work Brezezinski, on the other

hand, believes that repeated compression to

maintain institutional and ideological uni

formity within the Soviet bloc will eventu

ally weaken the system to the point it may
go the way of other imperialist systems. And

he believes national diversities hold threats

of ideological erosion.

From Empire to Nation: The Rise to Self-

Assertion of Asian and African Peoples.

By Rupert Emerson. Harvard. $7.75.

In a book rich in insights, the character

istics of the New Nationalism are examined

against a broad background. With a ferment

of change virtually the one constant factor,

the lack of cohesive national cultures, ero

sion of stability, and the absence of firmly
ingrained principles of constitutional de

mocracy pose herculean tasks in social con

struction. The reluctance of the new na

tions to sublimate national interests to a

common good is disquieting for the future.

The Blowing Up of the Parthenon: Or How

To Lose the Cold War. By Salvador de

Madariaga. Praeger. $2.95.

An Approach To Sanity: A Study of
East-

West Relations. By Field Marshall Vis

count Montgomery. World. $2.75.

Madariaga makes a dynamic appeal to

liberals to awaken to the magnitude of the

Communist world threat and sees no gain

in seeking broad agreements that will be

turned against the West as quickly as they
are concluded. Montgomery calls on the

contrary for more summit diplomacy. The

Paris debacle fortifies Madariaga's case.

Between War and Peace: The Potsdam

Conference. By Herbert Feis. Princeton.

$6.50.

Crucial history is reconstructed from

many sources and written in a masterful

style. This is a distinguished sequel to
Feis'

Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin. It adds im

pressively to the overall picture of wartime

diplomacy and will be of interest to the gen

eral reader as well as to specialists.

Deterrent or Defense: A Fresh Look at the

West's Military Position. By B. H. Liddel

Hart. Praeger. $4.95.

NATO and American Security. Edited by
Klaus Knorr. Princeton. $6.

NATO in the 1960's: The Implications of

Interdependence. By Alastair Buchan.

Praeger. $3.

The Strategy of Conflict. By Thomas C.

Schelling. Harvard. $6.25.

The Weapon on the Wall: Rethinking Psy
chological Warfare. By Murray Dyer.

Johns Hopkins. $6.

Science and Technology in Contemporary
War. By Major General G. I. Pokrovsky.

Translated and annotated by Raymond

Garthoff. Praeger. $4.50.

Searching for a replacement of the fading
deterrent of nuclear weapons, Captain Hart

believes strong ground forces offer the best

safeguard. He is skeptical of disarmament

agreements with weapons development pro

ceeding so rapidly. In Professor Knorr's vol

ume twelve experts provide a sobering re

view of the problems facing NATO as

Soviet striking power outstrips the United

States. They conclude that a more central

ized alliance is needed. This is complemented

bv a British plea prepared by Buchan for

a larger political goal for NATO. Schelling
has fashioned a useful tool for strategic

thinking in an essay on the application of

game theory to the strategies of international

relationships, while Dyer has attempted to

apply a scholarly approach to an essentially

unscholarly activity. In the final volume a

Soviet physicist discusses the uses of rockets,

satellites, and other weapons, giving some

clues to Soviet thinking.
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The Fifth French Republic. By Dorothy
Pickles. Praeger. $1.65.

In a searching evaluation of De Gaulle's

political system a British authority sees lit

tle progress in long-run correction of old

weaknesses. Beyond De Gaulle the political

future is heavily clouded.

Germany Rejoins the Powers. Bv Karl W.

Deutsch and Lewis J. Edinger. Stanford.

$6.50.

German thinking is inventoried by the

use of modern social science techniques. A

contribution to general understanding and

to the improvement of methodology.

Also Recommended:

Nasser's New Egypt. By Keith Wheelock.

Praeger. $6.

Political Realism and the Crisis of World

Politics: An American Approach to For

eign Policy. Bv Kenneth W. Thompson.

Princeton. $5.

Christian Ethics and the Dilenrmas of For

eign Policy. Bv Kenneth W. Thompson.

Duke. $3.50.

Bloc Politics in the United Nations. By
Thomas Hovet, Jr. Harvard. $6.50.

Ralph W. Gerard

The Forest and the Sea. By Marston Bates.

Random House. $3.95.

Starting with the insight that the forest,
like the sea, is a three-dimensional habitat

with well-stratified ecologic layers, Bates de

scribes various life communities and exam

ines animal and human behaviors. Ecology
and some ethology humanely told, with odd

facts and sharp insights.

Fallout: A Study of Superbombs, Strontium
90 and Survival. Edited by John M. Fow

ler. Basic. $5.50.

A well-integrated, well-presented set of

chapters offering a primer on the meaning
of the nuclear bomb for mankind, including
future dose expectations and the associated

biological consequences. The grim figures

on the outcome of a full nuclear war sug
gest the wisdom of real spending for peace.

Americans View Their Mental Health. By
G. Guren, J. Veroff, and S. Field. Basic.

$7.50.

A survey, by interviews of nearly 2500
"normal"

Americans over twenty-one, of in
ternal attitudes toward happiness, worry,

nervous breakdown, and assistance in such

matters. Happiness and worry are not anti

thetical; both decrease with the apathy of

age or poverty. Most concern is at the per

sonal level, over money, home, or job.

World problems, even a nuclear war, are

of little moment except to the educated

who perhaps read books like Fallout.

The Western Mind in Transition. By Franz

Alexander. Random House. $5.

Science and Liberal Education. By Bentley
Glass. Louisiana State. $3.

Both authors bring their wide and assimi

lated experiences to bear on the current

scene. Alexander writes a "history in
vivo."

With psychoanalysis running through the

whole, he contrasts the stable individualistic
philosophic values of late nineteenth-century
Europe with the shifting collective utili

tarian ones characteristic of present-day
America. In science, art and literature, and
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SPOKEN ARTS

presents . . .

A SPECIAL OFFER

Brilliant recording* of the world's

great literature poetry, drama,

folk songs and tales

You receive

ONE RECORD FREE
with every two records purchased

you save $5.95 on 3 records

1 . Poems of W. B. Yeats read by the Poet

2. Treasury of French Verse Jean Vilar (texts)

3. T.S. Eliot Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats

4. Scenes from ShakespearePaul Rogers (Old

Vic) Romeo & Juliet, Henry IV, Richard II

5. Brendan Behan
"sings"

Irish Folksongs

6. Sonnets of Shakespeare Anthony Quayle

7. Treasury of German Verse Henry Schnitzler

(texts) Goethe, Schiller, Heine

8. Dorothy Parker reads
'Horsie'

and Poems

9. Synge: 'Riders to the
Sea,'

'In the Shadow of

the
Glen'

Radio Eireann Players

10. Arthur Miller reads from 'Death of a
Salesman'

and 'The
Crucible'

unalloyed delight

1 1. Treasury of French Drama Jean -Lou is Bar-

rault and Madeleine Renaud (texts)

12. Gaelic Songs and Legends Ann Moray
13. T. S. Eliot: The Wasteland Robert Speaight

14. Revolutionary Speeches & Poems of Ireland

Michael MacLiammoir

15. T. S. Eliot: Four Quartets Robert Speaight

16. Emlyn Williams Presents Charles Dickens

17. Poems of Emily Dickinson Nancy Wickwire

18. Love Poems of Robert Burns Ann Moray

19. Treasury of American Verse

20. S. J. Perelman Reads four stories

21. Stories by Mark Twain Hiram Sherman

22-23. Shakespeare: Scenes from 9 Plays per

formed by Anew McMaster & Company (2-

record album)

, SPOKEN ART SALES CORP. I
I 95 Valley Road, New Rochelle, N. Y. |

'; Please send me the following recordings
(num- |

! hers circled). I understand that with every two I

i records ordered at list price of $5.95 each, I am j
I, to receive a third record free. j

j! I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 I
! 13 U 15 lh 17 IR 19 20 21 22 23 j
i Payment enclosed (for every 3 records) $11.90 .

'

plus postage and handling.

!| Please send mc your catalogue ...
'

Name ...

Address

City

personality especially, he explores the mani

festations of such other-directedness. Glass

examines the rise of scientific power, exem

plified in genetics; the implications of this

for education, especially the need for free

dom; and the problem of values in biology,

including the meaning of mind, and some

wise thoughts on prey and predators and

the ecological "web of
life."

Dimensions of Mind. Edited by Sidney
Hook. New York University. $5.

A collection of essays concerned with the

mind-body problem, the relation of brain to

machine, and the nature of concept forma

tion. Several one by Michael Scriven on

"The Compleat
Robot"

pleased me espe

cially explore widely the philosophic and

psychological aspects of these problems.

(Many authors refer to the findings of neuro

physiology, but this crucial area is unfor

tunately not otherwise represented.

C. Vann Woodward

The Jefferson Image in the American Mind.

By Merrill D. Peterson. Oxford. $8.50.

It was a happy inspiration of Mr. Peter

son's to trace the history of the Jefferson

image from the time of the Virginian's death

to the present, for the American search for

a satisfactory image of the philosopher-

statesman reflected the nation's search for its

own identity. The Jefferson image assumed

as many shapes and guises as the American

mind took on moods and impulses through

the years. The "mantle of
Jefferson"

was

freely assumed by radicals and conservatives,

Jacksonians and Calhounians, democrats and

aristocrats, slave owners and abolitionists,

Liberty Leaguers and New Dealers, isola

tionists and imperialists. This is a work of

penetrating and imaginative scholarship.

The Diary of Gideon Welles. Edited with

an Introduction by Howard K. Beale, with

the assistance of Alan W. Brownsword.

Three volumes. Illus. Norton. $28.50.

This famous diary is one of the most

valuable in American history and an indis

pensable source for the study of the Civil

War and Reconstruction. Welles was Secre

tary of the Navy under both Lincoln and

Johnson. He was an astute judge of men,

a well-informed observer, cool-tempered,

fair-minded, and unusually candid, and he

was not inhibited by an intention to publish

what he wrote. His son Edgar claimed that

the edition of the diary he published in 1910

had "been in no way mutilated or
revised."

It has been known for some time that this

was not the case, but Professor Bcale's intro

duction to the present edition makes it clear

that there were actually thousands of mutila

tions, revisions, omissions, and additions in

the 1910 edition. Many were made by
Welles himself, many by his son, and others

by editorial advisers, and the changes often

made substantial and important changes in

the diarist's original appraisal of men and

events. The purpose of the new edition is

"to restore the text to its original form so

that both the historian and the reader in

terested in the Civil War and Reconstruc

tion can have the diary as Welles wrote it

while the events he described were happen
ing."

Deletions have been reinstated and

passages later added indicated for what they

are, all with meticulous scholarship. The

volumes are beautifully printed, amply illus

trated, and handsomely bound. They are an

invaluable contribution to American history
and a fitting monument to the fine scholar

ship of Howard Beale, who died last year

without fulfilling his hope of writing a gen

eral history of the Reconstruction period.

Robert B. Heilman

The Diary of Benjamin Haydon. Edited by
Willard Bissell Pope. Two volumes. Har

vard. $20.

The first complete edition (two or three

more volumes due) of the painter's diary.

Haydon knew many artists and public fig
ures and nearly all the Romantic poets and

prose-writers. Sometimes tedious and long-

winded in art criticism and prayers for suc

cess, Haydon often has a Boswellian vitality;

he is independent, can be epigrammatic, and

is frequently penetrating in comments on

personalities.

The Masterpiece and the Man: Yeats as 1

Knew Him. By Monk Gibbon. Macmillan.

$4.50.

A memoir by a man who knew Yeats,
revered him, annoyed him, and quarreled

with him, and who writes with mingled

factuality, bitterness, and self-correction.

D. H. Lawrence: The Failure and the Tri

umph of Art. By Eliseo Vivas. North

western. $4.75.

An important addition to Lawrence criti

cism. Vivas distinguishes the artist and the

reformer, the successful art and the faulty
art, the valid and the questionable elements

in the thought.

God, Man, and Satan. By Roland Mushat

Frye. Princeton. $3.75.

Using the formulations of many theo

logians, but particularly those of the modern

theological revival, Frye perceptively re

examines Paradise Lost and Pilgrim's Prog
ress and shows how they dramatize universal

problems of good and evil.

The Power of Satire: Magic, Ritual and Art.

By Robert C. Elliott. Princeton. $6.

A very interesting study of satire in its

relation to magic. Elliott carefully distin

guishes magic and literary art, but notes, in

attitudes to satire and satirists, the odd per

sistence of pre-rational ambiguities.

The Meaning of Fiction. By Albert Cook.

Wayne State. $5.

The Outlaws on Parnassus. By Margaret

Kennedy. Viking. $3.

Respectively, II Penseroso and
L'

Allegro

of fiction criticism. Both go bv topics and

illustrate copiously and internationally. Cook
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Key Reporter stencil if possible in

notifying Phi Beta Kappa of a change

of residence. Otherwise, the address

to which Phi Beta Kappa mail was
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cluded in the notice, his informa

tion should be directed to Phi Beta

Kappa, 1811 Q Street, N.W., Wash

ington 9, D. C. Please allow at least

four
weeks'

advance notice.
'
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has the more elaborate theoretical appa

ratus, with appearance and reality as his

core; he can be lucid and epigrammatic, or

slip into the heavy and involved. Miss Ken

nedy looks at fictional method as an insider,
and is always perceptive and sprightly.

The Symbolic Rose. By Barbara Seward.

Columbia. $5.

Traces one of the longest symbolic tradi

tions from pre-Christian and Christian forms

down to Romantic and contemporary re

vivals and variants.

The Selected Letters of Charles Dickens.

Edited by F. W. Dupee. Farrar, Straus.
$4.75.

Dickens wrote so many letters that a

selection is needed. This one hits the high

spots of outer and inner life, revealing a

moral sense "more urbane, sinuous, and ex
perimental"

than the novels suggest.

Also Recommended:

The Creative Vision: Modern European

Writers on Their Art. Edited by Haskell

M. Block and Herman Salinger. Ever

green. $1.95.

The Imagination as a Means of Grace:

Locke and the Aesthetics of Romanticism.

By Ernest Lee Tuveson. California. $5.

Thomas Mann: Letters to Paul Amann (1915-

1952). Edited by Herbert Wegener. Trans

lated by Richard and Clara Winston.

Wesleyan. $3.75.

Lawrence A. Cremin

Schools of Tomorrow Today. By Arthur

D. Morse. Doubleday. $1.50.

A journalistic survey of current pedagogi

cal experiments in the schools and colleges.

A comparison with John Dewey's 1915 vol

ume, Schools of Tomorrow, is instructive,
both for the striking similarities and the

one crucial difference: there was a guiding

philosophy behind each of the 1915 experi

ments, the sort of intellectual underpinning

that seems strangely absent from the pro

grams Morse describes. The difference may

tell us a great deal about educational re

form in our own era.

Copey of Harvard. By J. Donald Adams.

Houghton Mifflin. $5.

An affectionate portrait of Charles Town-

send Copeland who numbered among his

students T. S. Eliot, Walter Lippmann, Rob

ert Benchley, Van Wyck Brooks, and John

Dos Passosand of the Harvard at which

he taught.

The Junior College. By Leland L. Medsker.

McGraw-Hill.

A hard-headed estimate of achievements

and prospects based on data from seventy-

six institutions in fifteen representative states.

The comparisons of
"terminal"

students with

those who subsequently transfer to
four-

year colleges are noteworthy.

The Changing Soviet School. Edited by

George Z. F. Bereday, William W. Brick-

man, and Gerald Read. Houghton Mifflin.

$3.50.

An illuminating survey of Soviet educa

tion on the eve of the celebrated "Khrush

chev
reform"

of December, 1958, based on

first-hand observation by seventy members

of the Comparative Education Society.

Work and Education. By John W. Dono-

hue. Loyola. $4.

An analysis of the role of technical cul

ture in Marxian, Deweyan, and Christian

humanist thought. Fr. Donohue's treatment

of Dewey's pedagogy is unusually percep
tive, as is his sharp attack on the current

tendency to associate Dewey with a neglect

of rigorous intellectual training in the

schools.

Robert C. Angell

What College Students Think. By Rose K.

Goldsen, Morris Rosenberg, Robin M.

Williams, Jr. and Edward A. Suchman.

Van Nostrand. $5.95.

Data from eleven universities judiciously

analyzed. The political apathy of the campus

is confirmed. New and fascinating light is

thrown on the relation of religious attitudes

to other student orientations.

The Objective Society. By Everett Knight.

Braziller. $3.75.

An existentialist finds the objective society

based on scientific rationality a snare and a

delusion, and insists that thought should

be purposefully related to its social context.

The Intellectuals: A Controversial Portrait.

Edited with an Introduction and Over

views by George B. de Huszar. Free

Press. $7.50.

Sixty-six distinguished analysts from Emer

son to Camus and Schopenhauer to Stalin

comment on types of intellectuals and their

roles. Commendable pioneering, but tantal

izing as most smorgasbords.

The Overseas Americans. By Harlan Cleve

land, Gerard J. Mangone and Tohn Clarke

Adams. McGraw-Hill. $5.95.

An informed but anecdotal treatment of

an important topic. Despite an elaborate re

search design with interviews of 244 over

seas Americans, their superiors, and foreign

nationals, only one inadequate analytical

table is presented. Informative on educa

tional programs for overseas work.

The Professional Soldier: A Social and Po

litical Portrait. By Morris Janowitz. Free

Press. $6.75.

A thorough sociological analysis of the

impact of technology on our military serv

ices and their relations with a democratic

civil society. The growing importance of

"military
managers"

(as distinct from he

roes), the need for flexible doctrine, and the

increasing involvement of the military in

international political situations are leading
to a constabulary conception of their role.

A Study of Murder. By Stuart Palmer.

Crowell. $4.95.

Fifty-one New England murderers com

pared with fifty-one non-murderous broth

ers. Author concludes that childhood frustra

tions, both physical and psychological, and

lack of normal outlets for release of aggres

sion are important factors in murder.

Working-Class Suburb: A Study of Auto

Workers in Suburbia. By Bennett M.

Berger. California. $3.50.

An empirical study that deftly punctures

the assumption that all suburbia is popu

lated by the transient, status-striving families

of organization men. This working-class

suburb is non-gregarious, rooted, contented.

AUTUMN ISSUE

FREE
WITH A TRIAL

SUBSCRIPTION

The American Scholar the lead

ing general quarterly features per

ceptive, informative articles on topics

ranging from science to painting, from

literature to politics. Take advantage

of the opportunity to receive a free

copy of the new Autumn issue by

entering your subscription now.

autumn issue features

Walter Kaufmann

Freud and the Tragic Virtues

Wright Morris

Made in U. S. A.

Albert Guerard

Personality vs. Personalities

George Boas

A Portrait of A. O. Lovejoy

David Riesman and Staughton Lynd

The Relevance of Veblen

Also, the Autumn issue includes a dis

cerning study of the rootlessness of

American life; a candid discussion of

ignorance and privacy; Joseph Wood

Krutch's popular column on men and

mankind; an essay-review of recent

American fiction; book reviews and

poems.

Don't delay. Enter your subscription now and receive

your FREE copy of the Autumn issue immediately.

Dept. N9The American Scholar
1811 Q Street, N.W. Washington 9, D. C.

Send me the Autumn 1960 issue without

charge and enter my subscription for the

term checked.

? Vi year S2 ? 1 year 54 Q: years $7

? 3 years $9 ? payment enclosed ? please bill

Name

Street_

City -Zone State_
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This department in case you think it is

one has no name, as you may have

noticed. It does not need a name, for it

will never reappear.

Surely every editor has a box, or

drawer, or folder for hasty jottings:

flashes of wit, perhaps, or rapier-sharp
adjectives (like that one), action-packed

verbs, or assorted jokes. We set aside a

box for jokes the day we picked up our

first editorial pencil. Just In Case. You

have ten lines to fill on page 3. You wish

you had them on page 6, where you've

been cutting into the very marrow of the

book reviews. But you can't say on

page 6, "Turn back to page 3; see last

ten lines of third
column."

So you cut

the book notices and vou look for a joke

to tell in ten lines.

At length the new editor penetrates

the arcana and learns how to pad ten

lines without its being observable to the

casual eye. Feeling, however, that per

haps we had been too solemn of late, and

that possibly a new Phi Beta Kappa joke

had turned up, we recently inventoried

our treasure box, beginning hopefully at

the bottom. ( 1 ) A terse, titillating mem

orandum, scarcely legible: "Write up bit

on parti-colored poodle seen Piazza San

Marco with PBK Key around
neck."

Parti-colored? We'll stick to St. Bernards.

(2) An urgent admonition: "Aunt Hat-

tie's birthday Monday. Be sure to send
card."

We haven't sent Aunt Hattie a

line since she moved back to Boston two

years ago. (3) A quotation from the

"In
Memoriam"

column of an alumnae

publication: "I kept in fairly close touch

with her, though she did not answer my
letters."

(4) Our own attempt at sketch

ing a cat some years back when we had

neither joke nor artwork and needed

seven lines on page 3. We conclude that

the next attempt should be a Cheshire

Cat, caught just as his grin fades away.

(5) The final paragraph of a letter from

a supplier: "If I can at any time be of the

slightest possible further assistance to

you, regarding your paper requirements

toward the future, please do not hesitate

to command
me."

(6) The appropriate

phrase to murmur in Persian when some

one sneezes. (7) Two adjectives, neither

of them rapier-sharp:
"bodacious"

and

"sapolucious."

(8) One joke a Phi Beta

Kappa joke ten lines long.

This one is another variant of the if-

Joe-is-a-Phi-Bete-how-come-he-doesn't-

live-at-the-house story. A member of the

national office staff, who had been deal

ing in real estate on weekends, received a

telephone call not long ago. On being

told that the extension was busy, the

caller said, "Say, can I ask you some

thing anyway? What does he call his

business Phi Beta Kappa
for?"

"If you're starting a new
department,"

remarks a staff member who mistakes

our intention, "maybe you should have
sort of a name-the-puppy

contest."

No contest. No more joke-box.

The Mary Isabel Sibley
Fellowship

Awarded alternately in the fields of

Greek and French, the Mary Isabel

Sibley Fellowship will be offered in

1961 for the study of Greek language,
literature, history, or archaeology. Can
didates must be unmarried women

between 25 and 35 years of age who

have demonstrated their ability to

carry on original research. They
must hold the doctorate or have ful

filled all the requirements for the doc

torate except the dissertation, and

they must be planning to devote full-

time work to research during the fel

lowship year. Eligibility is not re

stricted to members of Phi Beta Kappa.

Applications for the 1961 award

must be filed before February 1, 1961.

Application forms and further infor

mation about the fellowship may be

obtained from the Mary Isabel Sibley
Fellowship Committee, 1811 Q Street,
N.W., Washington 9, D. C.
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